
Minutes: Pre-Hospital Committee Meeting, October 23rd, 

2018. 

In Attendance: Debbie Verkyk, Schelly Lindsey, Troy Hoke, Ivan Anderson, Roland 

Wagenbach, Alex Lewis, Allen Muma, Dr. Curtis, Bill Boler (Telephonically) 

Welcome back Dr. Curtis 

 Previous minutes discussed and feedback given: 

        1)    Trauma/Organ donor = Dr Shank will e-mail the physicians about not 

transporting a Trauma code who has not had ROSC to the hospital for organ 

donation = Dr.  Shank did inform providers 

2) ESO = Bill up dated everyone: VVAC is the first agency online. Due to the 

high cost required from each agency to automatically up load the charts, 

Bill is manually pushing the data twice a day to Cerner, VVFD is the next 

agency.  

3) Schelly – Working with David Taggard from NAH to attempt to get an “In 

house” Paramedic refresher course.= Waiting to hear back from Dave T 

 

 New Business: 

 

1) Dates handed out for next year Skills labs and Pre-hospital meeting. 

2) Dr Shank farewell Oct 29th @ 13:00 VVAC 

3) Ivan:   a) Cleanliness of the ED = Dr Curtis will bring this up to Jim Paris 

who is the Director over EVS. 

              b) Ketamine for pain? = Dr Curtis will look into it, however the 

“Jury” is still out and there is no clear evidence that it works that well. 

The downside is that there is no reversal and it can “snow” the patient 

in conjunction with ETOH. 

               c) Ativan for seizures? = Needs to be refrigerated? I found out 

that it can be kept out of the fridge for 2 months then it has to be 

returned to pharmacy, cost $2.37. I don’t know if agencies want to take 

on the “challenge” of exchanging every 2 months? 

              4) Bill and Schelly will be doing ESO training in November for VVAC, VVFD     

and whoever else is interested. 



5) Schelly wanted to know if we would accept an ACLS instructor’s card or does 

the Paramedic have to have an ACLS provider card? = Dr Curtis was satisfied with 

ACLS instructor card.  

 

 

 

NEXT MEETING: January 21st @ 08:30 – 10:00 in the ED Peds area. 

 
 

 


